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 Input: an initial dictionary Do, input signals Y, labels C

 Stage I: Greedy Atom Selection

 Stage II: Gradient Ascent Atom Update

 Output: a compact, discriminative and reconstructive

dictionary  

Two-stage Dictionary Learning
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Update the selected set of  atoms to further maximize

Select a set of  atoms D* from Do  via

Compactness Discriminability Representation



 An upper bound on the Bayes error over XD*

 A discriminative dictionary D* is obtained via

 A greedy atom selection

Dictionary Discriminability
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- Untill |D*|=k, iteratively choose d* from Do\D*,

- Start with D* =    



 is evaluated as follows 

Evaluate

 Compute               with kernel density estimation

 Compute             as
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with a Gaussian kernel

where



 A reconstructive dictionary D* maximizes the 

information between D* and signals Y, i.e.,

 A greedy atom selection

Dictionary Representation
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- Untill |D*|=k, iteratively choose d* from Do\D*,

- Start with D* =    



 is evaluated as follows 

Evaluate

 Compute                with the following relation

 Write such relation in a probabilistic form, we have
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ri : a Gaussian residual vector



Selection of {λ1, λ2, λ3} 

 Each term is maximized in a unified greedy manner.

 {λ1, λ2, λ3} are estimated as follows,

 Only the first greedily selected atoms are involved.
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 The objective is to further maximize

 Assumption:

 The sparse representation of signals Y can be obtained

Dictionary Update
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The number of  selected atoms D << The signal feature space dimension . 

Finding       that maximize

maximize

where

to minimize the representation error



 Revise                   as a differentiable function.

 I(X; C) is the               between               and 

 Approximate              with 

 I(X; C) is revised as

 Using p(x|c), p(x), p(c),

A Differentiable Objective Function
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(                                    )



Gradient Ascent Dictionary Update

 Use gradient ascent to find      that maximize

 For simplicity,
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Q

where

Update step: 

=>



Supervised Sparse Coding
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Algorithm 1: Sparse coding with global atoms Algorithm 2: Sparse coding with atoms per class



Sparse Coding with Atom Updates
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Algorithm 3: Sparse coding with Atom Updates



Sparse Representation Examples

(sparsity = 3)
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Dictionary Update Examples 

(sparsity = 2)
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Image Reconstruction Example

( sparsity = 2)
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Reconstruction

Dictionary Atoms

Reconstruction to noisy images (60% missing pixels)
Acc: 85.17% Acc: 89.11% Acc: 90.47%

Acc: 76.87% Acc: 85.03% Acc: 85.71%


